XC0.0 ANDROMEDAN IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY

MODULE C3A
XC.0 X-RULES FOR ANDROMEDANS

XA0.0 GENERAL RULES
XA3.141 FIRST GENERATION ANDROMEDAN X-SHIPS

XD0.0 COMBAT
XD10.0 POWER ABSORBERS

XE0.0 DIRECT-FIRE WEAPONS
XE9.0 TRACTOR-REPULOR BEAMS

XEC0.0 DIRECT-FIRE WEAPONS
XEC1.0 DISSECTION BEAM

XG0.0 SYSTEMS ON X-SHIPS
XG18.0 DISPLACEMENT DEVICE
XG19.0 SATELLITE SHIP OPERATIONS
XG20.0 ADVANCED ENERGY MODULES

XGC0.0 SYSTEMS ON X-SHIPS
XGC1.0 MINI ENERGY MODULE
XGC4.0 PLASMA PODS
XGC7.0 SPATIAL DISTORTERS
XGC8.0 SEEKING ENERGY MODULES